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Mashup Web Services

locations, providing popup detail bubbles as
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you mouse over their locations. In effect you

A mashup is a web page or website that

Google Maps to display the result on your

combines information and services from

own site—for example embedded on the

multiple sources. A mashup is created from

Accounts page in Force.com.

would be mashing up the location data of
your client with the mapping data and
services provided by Google Maps, using

several data sources and services, mashing
up (combining, stitching together) the
sources and services to create something
new, or add value in some way. For
example, you could combine the addresses
and photo-graphs of your library branches
with a Google map to create a mapmashup .
This is something to keep in mind when
approaching the concepts of mashups. In a
nutshell, a mashup is created from several
data sources and services, mashing up
(combining, stitching together) the sources
and services to create something new, or add
value in some way.
That's a rather broad definition. As an
example consider the ubiquitous Google
Maps mashup. You could take Google Maps
functionality and data (the ability to show
and navigate maps) and mash it up with data
about your accounts to map account

Figure 1: An example of a mashup from
ChicagoCrime.org
Figure 1 provides an example of this kind of
mashup--a snapshot taken from the web site
ChicagoCrime.org. What this web site does
is mash up Google Maps with crime data in
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the Chicago area. This new hybrid Web

find some interesting functionality out there

application allows you to immediately see

on

where the crime is occurring. It's mashing

HTML/JavaScript code that was used to

up data from the crime authorities with

produce it, and embed that on our Accounts

visualization functionality from Google.

page. For example, the code could display a

the

web,

cut

and

paste

the

live clock or an external RSS feed.
As another example consider mashing up a
business process with a phone SMS service.

There is little integration going on here, but

At some point in your interaction with a

it is a visual presentation mashup of sorts.

client you may want to send him an SMS to

Live data and functionality is simply

notify him of the current process state. SMS

embedded on a web page. We call these

services are now available, and in this case

types

you could compose the appropriate data and

mashups.

of

mashups

client

presentation

send it to the external SMS service using a
web service protocol for broadcast.

Technologies that you'd typically find here
for the presentation include HTML, Ajax or

Categorizing Mashups

Flash, usually prepackaged. The chunks of

Knowing what is mashed up and where, will

code here are sometimes called widgets,

help you understand the technology, tools

gadgets or badges too. Remember, we are

and skills needed to create or use a mashup.

describing

The following sections define three broad

information or adds functionality to a page

categories of mashups, two on the client and

rendered on a browser.

one on the server. Each is illustrated with an
example and an indication of what it takes to
produce a mashup in the category.

Client Presentation Mashups
Let's think a little about combining data and
services. Say we wanted to spice up the
Accounts page on Force.com. If we were
feeling particularly lazy we could simply

something

that

displays

You can imagine this functionality could
allow you to build portals by composing
individual portlets--each portlet providing
some useful bit of information. This kind of
mashup is sometimes called an enterprise
mashups when the portal provides a
dashboard of activity relevant to your
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managerial status for example. At its heart,

key to embedding client mashups, will be

it's a simple syndication of content from

covered in detail in a later article.

some provider. They're easy to use, and let

Client Service Mashups

non-technical folk get started very easily--

With browsers as powerful as they are these

cut and paste mashups.

days, we can really do a lot better than
simply pasting some packaged code into our
Web pages. Ajax allows you to make web
service calls right from the browser itself. It
also allows you to dynamically modify the
Web page being presented. In effect, you
can fetch, mashup and display right there on
the browser. This is an example of a client
service mashup.
It's important to distinguish this category
from

the

simpler

client

presentation

mashups. In the client presentation mashups,
Figure 2: Google Gadgets - easy to use,
packaged functionality

adding them to a page with minimal

The Google Gadgets site provides some
great examples of these. Browsing around
should give you an idea of what you can
embed.

Examples

it's all about taking packaged widgets and

include

instant

messengers, weather forecasts, stock charts
and even Pac-Man! The code for each
gadget is already written, packaged and
hosted, and including such functionality on a
Web page is as simple as pasting a line or
two into a custom S-Control. S-Controls, the

integration. It's also about giving a name to a
growing widget industry. In contrast, client
service mashups are actually about services;
perhaps calling web services or pinging web
sites and feeds, or invoking the Force.com
platform from the browser and processing
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the

result.



Much of the mapping functionality
and data is external to our Force.com
application.



It requires data from the Force.com
platform to know where to place the
popups and what information to put
into them, and this information is
internal to our Force.com application
(yet we display it on a browser).

To display the map in Figure 3, JavaScript
code is executing that makes dynamic calls
(using a SOAP API) to the Force.com
platform for data to display. It's a level up
from the simply cut-and-paste mashup
presentation

mashups

of

the

previous

Figure 3: A modified Force.com Account

section—the code displaying the map is

details page, with a client presentation

interacting with the Force.com platform

mashup on the left (the Google Gadget) and

using web services.

a client service mashup on the right (Yahoo!
Maps)

It's obvious that to create these types of
mashups

from
and

scratch,
skills

a

little
are

more

Figure 3 shows an example of both types of

technology

needed.

client mashups. The map is an interesting

Technologies that you'd typically use here

example of a client service mashup because:

include JavaScript, Flash or Applets, while
data protocols often include RSS, XML and



It requires advanced Ajax to allow

JSON. Luckily even these types of mashups

the map to be scrolled and panned,

are relatively easy to build on the Force.com

and for the operation of the popups.

platform, especially with the dedicated Ajax
Toolkit.
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Why Consider Mashups

mashup your applicant data with Google

Now that we've taken a look at what

Docs and get this for free. For an example of

mashups are, let's consider whether they're

these mashups in action, check out the

even worth pursuing. What's the point of

excellent Winter '07 Release Video Tour

mashups? Why should we create or enable

video .

them?

All of this means a faster time-to-market

Using Mashups

when building new applications, which is

A good vote in favor of using client
presentation mashups is that they provide
immediate benefit at little cost. For
example, enhancing the Account detail page
with a stock chart for the associated ticker
symbol is trivial and provides obvious value.

perhaps the most compelling reason for
using

mashups.

Though

we've

only

concentrated on some of the well-known
types

of

mashups,

take

a

look

at

ProgrammableWeb for a list of thousands of
APIs available right now.

Yes, you can still use the default click

Enabling Mashups

through on the ticker symbol to the Yahoo!

With so many people using mashups, it

finance page, but here's some of the

makes sense for you to make it easy for

important data right there on that page (in

other groups to mashup your data and

one line of code).

services--when that's a viable option. Take

Mashups have a strong flavor of reuse. Why

for example the Google Gadget showing the

reinvent the wheel when someone else has

Yahoo!

stock

implemented it and provided an API? For

Google

and

example, take a look at the wonderful

providing value (the stock prices of a

Timeline system. This is very useful

company). You can have your data and

functionality that I no longer have to

services similarly used and promoted by

implement. All I need to do is mashup my

making it easy for others to access your

Salesforce data with the Timeline and I have

services. In effect, you will be making it

an awesome new piece of functionality.

easy for others to write applications for

How about viewing and editing resume's of

you.

potential job applicants? You could simply

chart.

That's

Yahoo!--even

promoting
though

it's
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As we indicated earlier this is easily done on

Having said that, many mashups are created

the Force.com platform using the SOAP

using services exposed by some very

API. This API lets you easily expose all

credibly

your Salesforce objects and data as WS-I

Google and Yahoo!. Figure 4 shows the top

compliant web services. This means that you

APIs used for mashups for March 2007.

companies

such

as

Amazon,

can access the services using almost any
programming language out there today.

It's Not All Fun and Games
Who controls the API? What about stability
considerations and licensing?
There are a few caveats to using mashups
that are worth bearing in mind. Most of
these only appear when you mashup
externally hosted services. For example,

Figure

some services provide limits to the number

programmableweb.com/apis"

of calls that you can make to an exposed

The project was co-led by research scientist

web service, and almost all require some

Andrei Barbu, alongside research scientist

sort of registration. Mature services, such as

Sue Felshin, senior research scientist Boris

the Google Maps API, have a well-defined

Katz, and Professor Nicholas Roy. They

terms of use. Unfortunately, many newer

presented

APIs don't, or they are overly restrictive.

International Joint Conference on Artificial

Another item to consider is API stability. If

Intelligence (IJCAI) in Australia.

4:

Top

the

APIs

paper

as

at

listed

last

on

week’s

you are mashing up an external API, it
would be good to know that their service is

How it works

stable and reliable. These kinds of issues

Things like dates, birthdays, and facts are

may make life a little tricky for IT

forms of “declarative memory.” There are

managers.

two kinds of declarative memory: semantic
memory, which is based on general facts
like the “sky is blue,” and episodic memory,
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which is based on personal facts, like

With ComText, Baxter was successful in

remembering what happened at a party.

executing the right command about 90

Most approaches to robot learning have
focused only on semantic memory, which
obviously leaves a big knowledge gap about
events or facts that may be relevant context
for future actions. ComText, meanwhile, can
observe a range of visuals and natural

percent of the time. In the future, the team
hopes to enable robots to understand more
complicated information, such as multi-step
commands, the intent of actions, and using
properties about objects to interact with
them more naturally.

language to glean “episodic memory” about

For example, if you tell a robot that one box

an object’s size, shape, position, type and

on a table has crackers, and one box has

even if it belongs to somebody. From this

sugar, and then ask the robot to “pick up the

knowledge base, it can then reason, infer

snack,” the hope is that the robot could

meaning and respond to commands.

deduce that sugar is a raw material and

“The main contribution is this idea that
robots should have different kinds of

therefore

unlikely

to

be

somebody’s

less

constrained

“snack.”

memory, just like people,” says Barbu. “We

By

have the first mathematical formulation to

interactions, this line of research could

address this issue, and we’re exploring how

enable better communications for a range of

these two types of memory play and work

robotic systems, from self-driving cars to

off of each other.”

household helpers.

“This work is a nice step towards building

involved in the research. “In particular, it

robots that can interact much more naturally

will help robots better understand the names

with people,” says Luke Zettlemoyer, an

that are used to identify objects in the world,

associate professor of computer science at

and interpret instructions that use those

the University of Washington who was not

names to better do what users ask.”

Technology Alliance of the U.S. Army, and
the Air Force Research Laboratory.

creating

much
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Buildbox
The Next Leap in Video Game
Software.
Mr. Paladiya Mayur P.
Bhagwan
Mahavir
Management(MCA)

College

steroids, kind of more like a Photoshop for
developing and publishing mobile apps for
non-techy people.
of

What Is Buildbox?

What is game software?

With Buildbox, the goal was simple: to

A game engine

a software framework

design the ultimate video game maker that

designed for the creation and development

allows anyone to make a video game. There

of video games. Developers use them to

is no coding or programming required. All

create games for consoles, mobile devices

the tools you need to complete your game is

and personal computers.

inside the software.

is

A few years back mobile apps were all the
craze. And over the years they’ve gotten

Buildbox was founded by Trey Smith in
August 2014.

even bigger and more popular. The great
thing about something new, like mobile apps

Buildbox is not only accessible for anyone

back a few years ago, is that the people that

to use, it also creates hit games. There have

are the first to market have some very

been multiple number one hit games created

unique opportunities that others don’t. In the

with Buildbox including Color Switch,

case of apps and mobile games however,

Damn Daniel and The Line Zen. If you don't

you kind of needed to be a designer slash

ever want to learn programming, Buildbox

kick ass programmer to even publish a game

is probably the kind of thing you want if you

to just one marketplace like the App Store.

are making a game by yourself. It's slow,

create and publish their own mobile games

tedious, and highly inefficient, but if you

bsimply dragging and dropping different

stick with it you can probably do decent

items and actions.And then, a few years

enough work.

later, Buildbox took

things

to

a

whole

otherlevel, by releasing a completely badass
tool

that

was

basically GameSalad on
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How Does It Work?

Creating games in our drag & drop
software is as easy as making a PowerPoint
presentation. It only takes a second to add a
new character, enemy, object, platform,
decoration, power-up, effect or background
into your game, simply drag and drop the
image into the level editor. You can also
easily edit their properties if needed and test
out the game throughout the entire process

Who Is It For?

By design, Buildbox is intuitive. Anyone
can use it. Unlike any other game maker,
you don’t need to be a tech genius to use it
(though we have many of those as

What Games Has It Made?

customers, too). Simply put, Buildbox is
Since it’s public release in January 2015,

popular with anyone who loves games.We

Buildbox has created more than 30 games

have many great artists, makers, indie

that have been featured by Apple and more

gamers, entrepreneurs and thinkers using our

than 40 games that have broken the Top 100

software.

of the iPhone Games chart. During this time
period, this is more than all other game
makers combined.
Notable games
Color

Switch,

made with
Damn

Buildbox are
Daniel,

Slip

Away, Ball Jump, The Line Zen, Phases and
Endless Sky. We’ve seen Buildbox games
published by every major publisher in the
app store.
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Beacon Technology

with a Bluetooth LE radio chip and a

Mr. Jayraj Mahidhariya
Bhagwan
Mahavir
Management(MCA)

battery. Coin cell batteries are the most
College

of

popular

choice

for

most

beacons.

These batteries are dense Lithium Ion cells
iBeacon is

a

by Apple and
Worldwide

protocol

introduced
Developers

developed

and provide several months of battery life in

the Apple

a very small form factor.

at

Conference in

2013.Various vendors have since made
iBeacon-compatible hardware transmitters -

Typically, a cloud based application backed
parses all received beacon signals and takes
actions, acting as the brain behind all

typically called beacons.

operations.
iBeacon functions as an indoor positioning

This usually happens via a

mobile SDK.

system, that allows businesses to advertise
their presence to nearby smartphones. With
iBeacons set up, businesses can send
messages to potential customers (such as
special offers or goods) when they walk past
an iBeacon.
This is Proper Image of how iBeacon device
work.

Beacons are small battery powered devices.
They emit a BLE signal. The signal is

1. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

picked up by the phone, and often

What is BLE? : -

transmitted to a cloud server via the internet.
BLE communication consists of two main
The

backend

the information

cloud
and

server
performs

processes

parts: advertising and connecting.

further

analysis guiding specific location based
behaviors in the mobile device.

BLE (iBeacon) devices can operate in a nonconnectable

advertisement-only

mode

(where all the information is contained in
The hardware consists of a microcontroller
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the advertisement), but they can also allow

smartphone applications to trigger things

connections (and usually do).

like push messages, app actions, and

The BLE is mostly used in Mobile phones,
gaming, PCs, watches, sports and fitness,
healthcare,

security

&

proximity,

automotive, home electronics, automation,

prompts.
Apple’s iBeacon standard calls for an
optimal
ms.

Industrial, etc.

broadcast

interval

of

100

Broadcasting more frequently uses

more battery life but allows for quicker
Bluetooth Low Energy is a wireless personal

discovery

area

listening devices.

network

technology

used

for

by

smartphones

and

other

transmitting data over short distances. As
the name implies, it’s designed for low

Standard BLE has a broadcast range of up to

energy

100 meters, which make Beacons ideal for

consumption

and

cost,

while

maintaining a communication range similar

indoor location tracking and awareness.

to that of its predecessor, Classic Bluetooth.
Communication Work : BLE communication consists primarily of
“Advertisements”, or small packets of data,
broadcast at a regular interval by Beacons or
other BLE enabled devices via radio waves.

BLE

Advertising

is

a

one-way

communication method. Beacons that want
to be “discovered” can broadcast, or

Use of BLE in iBeacon : -

“Advertise” self-contained packets of data in
set intervals. These packets are meant to be

With iBeacon, Apple has standardized the

collected by devices like smartphones,

format for BLE Advertising. Under this

where they can be used for a variety of

format, an advertising packet consists of
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four main pieces of information.

proximity (distance) from the beacon. How
does this work? TX power is defined as the

UUID: This is a 16 byte string used to

strength of the signal exactly 1 meter from

differentiate a large group of related

the device. This has to be calibrated and

beacons.

Coca-Cola

hardcoded in advance. Devices can then use

maintained a network of beacons in a chain

this as a baseline to give a rough distance

of grocery stores, all Coca-Cola beacons

estimate.

would share the same UUID. This allows

Example:

Coca-Cola’s dedicated smartphone app to



For

example,

if

A device receiving this packet would

know which beacon advertisements come

understand it’s from the Coca-Cola

from Coca-Cola-owned beacons.

Beacon (UUID) in the Target on
1st Street (Major) at the front of the

Major: This is a 2 byte string used to

store (Minor).

distinguish a smaller subset of beacons
within the larger group. For example, if
Coca-Cola had four beacons in a particular
grocery store, all four would have the same
Major. This allows Coca-Cola to know
exactly which store its customer is in.

Minor: This is a 2 byte string meant to
identify individual beacons. Keeping with
the Coca-Cola example, a beacon at the
front of the store would have its own unique

2. Ranging and Monitoring
What is ranging?

Minor. This allows Coca-Cola’s dedicated
app to know exactly where the customer is

While monitoring creates a virtual fence to

in the store.

detect when you’re moving in and out,
ranging actively scans for any nearby

Tx Power: This is used to determine
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beacons and delivers results to you every

generate alerts or to provide other relevant

second.

information when the user enters or exits a
beacon region. Rather than being identified

Let’s say we defined a “terminal Z” region.
With monitoring, our app will be notified
whenever the user enters and exits the
terminal. But if we start ranging for the
exact same region, we’ll instead get a full

by fixed geographical coordinates, however,
a beacon region is identified by the device’s
proximity to Bluetooth low-energy beacons
that advertise a combination of the following
values:

list of matching beacons currently in
range—complete with their UUID, major,



and minor values.

A proximity UUID (universally unique
identifier), which is a 128-bit value that
uniquely identifies one or more beacons

This is especially important if you recall that

as a certain type or from a certain

an app can only monitor for up to 20 regions

organization

at a time—making it impossible to monitor
for, e.g., every single gate, even on a mid-



A major value,

which

is

a

16-bit

sized airport. There’s, however, no limit to

unsigned integer that can be used to

the number of regions that can be ranged.

group related beacons that have the same
proximity UUID

Finally, there’s one more distinct feature to
ranging—one

that

deserves

its

own

paragraph.



A minor value,
unsigned

which

integer

that

is

a

16-bit

differentiates

beacons with the same proximity UUID
What is Monitoring?
Beacon region monitoring uses an iOS
device’s onboard radio to detect when the
user is in the vicinity of Bluetooth lowenergy devices that are advertising iBeacon
information. As with geographical region
monitoring, you can use this capability to

and major value.
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Range of BLE : -

Integration Code:For iPhone:importUIKit

1. Add the ESTBeaconManagerDelegate
protocol
@UIApplicationMain
classAppDelegate:UIResponder,UIApplicati
onDelegate,ESTBeaconManagerDelegate{
Communication of iBeacon:I Beacon can be used in following scenario’s:


var window:UIWindow?

Direct with the iBeacon service on the
2. Add a property to hold the beacon

iPhone.




Direct with an application that has

manager and instantiate it

access to the BLE protocol stack.

let beaconManager =ESTBeaconManager()

Direct

with

an

application

that

is

communicating with a cloud service.

funcapplication(_ application:UIApplication,

Direct via a browser and a cloud service.

didFinishLaunchingWithOptions
launchOptions:[UIApplicationLaunchOption
sKey:Any]?)->Bool

3. Set the beacon manager's delegate
self.beaconManager.delegate =self

returntrue
}
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For Ranging:importUIKit
1. Add the ESTBeaconManagerDelegate

iBeacon Managing:What is beacon fleet management?

protocol

Fleet management is the general term for

class

methods you can use to manage a large

ViewController:UIViewController,ESTBeac

number—or “fleet”—of beacons. It’s vital

onManagerDelegate{

for deployments with many beacons, where
it would be too time consuming to configure

2. Add the beacon manager and the beacon

each beacon individually.

region
let beaconManager =ESTBeaconManager()

There are several ways you can approach

let beaconRegion =CLBeaconRegion(

this. The simplest way would be to

proximityUUID:UUID(uuidString:"B9407F

configure your beacons in the Estimote

30-F5F8-466E-AFF9-25556B57FE6D")!,

Cloud interface. Once that’s done, you’ll

identifier:"ranged region")

need to connect to each beacon with

overridefuncviewDidLoad(){

the Estimote App for Android or iOS, in

super.viewDidLoad()

order to sync the changes. If that’s still too
time-consuming for you, fear not! There’s

3. Set the beacon manager's delegate

more in store. Another option you might

self.beaconManager.delegate =self

want to consider is using the API to
automatize the update process. As much as

4. We need to request this authorization for

this will speed up changing the settings, they

every beacon manager

will need to be propagated to each beacon—

self.beaconManager.requestAlwaysAuthoriz

again, by connecting to the beacon using one

ation()

of our apps.

}

Now, let’s move on to the really good parts.
The

other

available

methods

will
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additionally save you the time spent on

to any beacon in the mesh will override any

connecting to individual beacons. Read

previously applied settings. The second

the Bulk

thing to bear in mind is that only selected

Updates and Mesh

Networking sections to find out how.

settings

will

be

applied

over

Mesh.

Specifically, these are as follows.
Mesh networking:GPIO:
Mesh networking allows you to connect
multiple beacons in a “mesh”—they will be



Configure port 0 and 1

treated as a linked group. Connect to a



Enabled port state change notifications

single meshed beacon, and it will then
propagate the settings among the other

in input mode


beacons. This means that you don’t need to

Set the state of port 0 and 1 in output
mode

connect to all the beacons, even in the
background—find just one of them, make
sure they’re in each other’s range, and that’s
all there is to it!

Generic Advertisers:


Enable/disable both generic advertisers



Set the broadcasting power value



Set the advertising interval value



Specify the broadcasted data

iBeacon:


Enable/disable iBeacon



Set iBeacon broadcasting power



Set iBeacon advertising interval

There are two important things to note,



Set the UUID

however One is that all the beacons in one



Set the Major value

Mesh will have the same settings—it’s not
possible to specify different settings for

UWB (applicable only to Location Beacon

different beacons. The latest settings applied

with UWB):
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Set the UWB broadcasting power

SDK (Software Development Kit)



Set the UWB advertising interval

SDK is provided to enable your branded app



Set the delay before UWB beacons start

with beacon technology and content delivery

automapping

capabilities



Set the time the beacons will range



Set the time the beacons will broadcast.

Web Console
Cloud based web console is provided to
create, save, stream and monitor your

Capabilities of iBeacon

customized digital content and campaigns.
1) Proximity marketing :

Also mobile app is provided to track

2) Micro-Location targeting :

campaigns on the go

3) Customized marketing :
4) Indoor-mapping :

Mobile Apps

5) Self-Guided tour :

Your own branded App or BeaconStream

- Presently 170-90m
currently

capable

of

iOS device are
being

iBeacons

consumer

app

is

enabled

to

receive

deals/offers

themselves, or can receive messages from a
Beacon
- It’s important to remember here that it’s
not just new iOS (Apple) devices that
implement this tech. but the other device
like Nokia lumias, Samsung Galaxy Nexus
and Blackberry Z10 & Q10 are also capable
which is new in market.

Beacons

Application (Where Use?):-

Generic or branded Beacons are provided to
enable your business location to greet and
notify customers about the deals/offer

Carrefour:Carrefour has extensive iBeacon networks in
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all 28 of its hypermarkets in Romania

allows shoppers to input their preferences

through which the retail chain offers its

whilst maintaining their anonymity. These

consumers a simple, intuitive, and fun app

brands can now build a detailed profile of

for orientation inside hypermarkets from

the shoppers who redeem online special

area to area. The retailer’s beacon-enabled

offers, respond to mobile advertising, and

app automates

eventually enter the physical stores.

the

commercial

content

delivery and collects essential data about instore consumer behavior. Its proximity

Rite Aid:

marketing

consumers

Rite Aid has installed beacons in over 4,500

informed about the products, services, and

US stores for retargeting and personalization

actual special offers from each of the store

of user experience. This large scale beacon

departments. With beacons, Carrefour has

deployment by the Pharmacy chain is the

seen an astounding rise in its application’s

largest beacon installation program in a

engagement rate which went up by 400%

retail setting till date. In fact, it has even

and the number of app users which grew by

surpassed the one undertaken by the famous

600 percent in seven months.

Macy’s. Rite Aid plans to employ these

campaign

keeps

beacons to focus on creation of a digital
Regent Street stores:-

infrastructure base that will enable the drugstore chain to link its stores to the Internet of

World-famous brands such as Hamleys,
Armani, Longchamp, and Hackett form the
80% of the retailers that have deployed
beacons in their Regent Street stores with
the

aim

personalised

of

pushing
marketing

exclusive
messages

and

Things (IoT), collection of beacon-level
proximity data to strategize their retargeting
plan,

and

achieve

personalization

capabilities similar to those that have been
used in e-commerce.

to

customers via iBeacon technology. Shoppers
receive alerts and tailored content about
everything, from new in-store promotions to
exclusive offers only available for visitors to
Regent Street, as they pass. The app also

Woolworths:
Supermarket giant Woolworths successfully
completed a beacon trial with one store
using iBeacon

technology to

improve
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customer service around click-and-collect.
Thereafter, the chain announced that they
are looking to roll out beacons across all of
its 254 click-and-collect stores with the aim
of allowing consumers to place their order
online and pick them up in-store. For
instance, when a click-and-collect consumer
comes within a certain radius of the store, a
notification is sent to Woolworths’ picking
systems. This notification prompts the staff
to start assembling the order. Certain
triggers at different stages of the fulfillment
process then prompt a push notification via
the app to the consumer, notifying them that
their order is ready.

Examples of ibeacon:
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Orientation Programme2017
We have conducted “Orientation Programme “for MCA Lateral and Integrated MCA Course.
The programme was attended by 100 + students and faculty members. We have organized this
programme for New Students to make them aware about GTU Exam Pattern ,BMEF and
BMCM(MCA and IMCA Course).We have also discussed how our institute conduct the
educational as well as extra-curricular activity ,sports for the students.We have also informed
students about rules and Regulation of College, Placement of our College every year .
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